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J.P. Morgan International ADR Strategy

Separately Managed Account

Topline (1Q 2023)

▲ 8.47%▲ 7.96%▲ 8.75%

BenchmarkStrategy (net)Strategy (gross)

Benchmark:MSCI EAFE Index (net total return)

Markets After a challenging 2022, global equities delivered positive
returns in the first quarter of 2023. While the collapse of Silicon
Valley Bank and the forced takeover of Credit Suisse by UBS led to a
major sell-off, especially in the U.S. and European financial sectors
in March, resilient economic indicators, the reopening of China and
the expectation that central banks have done enough tightening to
control inflation outweighed a highly uncertain market environment
. Among equities, growth stocks outperformed value stocks.

Helped Stock selection in information technology and health care
contributed to performance.

Hurt An overweight allocation to financials and stock selection in
energy detracted from performance.

Outlook As interest rates have moved higher, more signs of stress
have appeared in the financial system, and the impact will be felt in
the real economy. That being said, the long-term return
expectations for Global Equities are at some of their highest levels
in a decade and we believe equity markets could now be at an
attractive entry point to the long-term investor.

Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Please see following page for
additional performance.

Strategy Overview
Designed to provide total return from a portfolio of foreign
companies across a range of countries and sectors.

Approach

� Invests in foreign developedmarkets and,

opportunistically, in emergingmarkets

� Leverages insights generated by a team of global

sector specialists

� Employs a bottom-up, active approach focusing on

proprietary fundamental research at the local and global

sector levels

� Purchases securities through American Depositary

Receipts (ADRs) which represent shares of foreign stocks in

U.S. dollars

Quarter in Review
� The JPMorgan International ADR Strategy outperformed the
benchmark , the MSCI EAFE Index, (on a gross of fee basis) for the
quarter ended March 31, 2023.

� An overweight to Shin-Etsu, the Japanese chemical company,
contributed to quarterly relative returns. The stock rallied as the
company is investing in product development of semiconductor
components, and the curb of Japan’s restrictions on exports to
South Korea is expected to boost the company’s sales volumes.

� An overweight position in LVMH, the France-listed luxury goods
conglomerate, contributed to relative returns. The company has
been a beneficiary of China’s reopening (given that over 40% of its
revenues come from emergingmarkets) and has maintained both
its product desirability and scale advantage relative to other luxury
goods companies, resulting in continued outperformance. Shares
continued to gain in March after the company announced EUR 1.5bn
in share buybacks.

� An overweight to TotalEnergies, the French oil and gas company,
detracted from relative returns. The deliveries and production at
French refineries were suspended, as the labor union went on strike
for more than three weeks to show their resentment against the
French government’s proposal to increase the retirement age.

� An overweight to Anglo American, the British multinational mining
company, detracted from relative returns over the quarter. The stock
fell after high energy costs and adverse weather impacted
production, thereby causing ameaningful drop in earnings and
revenue on a year-over-year basis.

Looking Ahead
�While inflation continues to remain above central banks’ targets,
recent data points suggest that inflation has likely peaked and
could fall from here. Additionally, a meaningful tightening of lending
standards may, in effect, substitute for rate hikes and could help
inflation to moderate further. The risk for the economy overall is that
the recent banking turmoil will likely induce further credit
tightening.

� However, without a more sustained systemic risk to the financial
system and full-blown banking crisis, the depth of an economic
slowdownmay still be relatively shallow and short in duration as the
pent-up demand for labor and the lack of overbuilding in the most
cyclical sectors of the economy do seem to provide some protection
against a worse outcome.

� Risks around the growth outlook continue to remain high, yet the
lower level of equity valuations, compared to the beginning of 2022,
means that markets might be less vulnerable to risks surrounding
recession, credit tightening, earnings downgrades or higher
interest rates. We know that while these metrics tell us little about
returns over the next year, they are important for longer-term
investors. The multiples we observe in Europe, Asia and, indeed,
many sectors of the U.S. market suggest reasonable returns ahead
for patient investors.
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Performance
Return (%)

5.003.5212.99-1.388.478.47Benchmark

2.701.5110.64-4.287.967.96
Strategy (net of max. allowable
fees - 300 bps)1

5.824.6013.98-1.358.758.75Strategy (gross of fees)

10 yrs5 yrs3 yrs1 yrYTD3mos

Benchmark: MSCI EAFE Index (net total return)
Performance is preliminary and subject to change.
Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Performance includes the
reinvestment of any income.
1Please note, actual fees associated with this strategy may be lower.

Portfolio Analysis

0.51Sharpe ratio2
3.64Tracking error2
-0.67Information ratio2
19.03Standard deviation2
1.04Beta2
67Number of holdings

17.6%Trailing 12-month turnover

22.2%Return on equity

8.0%Return on assets

10.1%Earnings growth (5 Year)

2.6%Dividend yield

2.4xP/B ratio

13.0xP/E ratio (1 yr forecast)

$127.0bnMarket capitalization

2Based on three-year data points.
Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management, FactSet.
The above characteristics are from a representative portfolio. Actual account
characteristics of individual accounts may be different. Portfolio characteristics
are as of 3/31/2023 and are based on individual securities in the Portfolio on
that date. Securities in the Portfolio are subject to change. Statistics shown are
not indicative of future statistics and are not representative of future Portfolio
performance.

Holdings
Equity Sectors (%)

-2.69.6Consumer Discretionary

-2.40.0Real Estate

-1.68.8Consumer Staples

-1.33.2Communication Services

-0.814.9Industrials

-0.37.5Materials

0.13.6Utilities

0.413.5Health Care

1.55.9Energy

1.99.7Information Technology

5.123.2Financials

Compared to BenchmarkWeightingSector

Top 10 (%)

2.2Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing

2.4Diageo

2.4DBS Group Holdings

2.4AstraZeneca

2.5BHP Group

2.7Novo Nordisk

2.7LVMHMoet Hennessy Louis Vuitton

3.0ASML Holding

3.2TotalEnergies

3.6Nestle

Regions (%)

1.2 North America

3.2 Emerging Markets

10.0 Pacific ex Japan

13.9 United Kingdom

15.2 Japan

56.4 Europe ex UK

General Disclosures
The Strategy might not achieve its objectives. Asset allocation/diversification does not
prevent investment loss. Nothing in this document is an investment recommendation.
Total return figures (for the Strategy and any index quoted) assume payment of fees and
reinvestment of dividends (after the highest applicable foreign withholding tax) and
distributions. Without fee waivers, strategy returns would have been lower. Due to
rounding, some values may not total 100%.
This document is a general communication being provided for informational purposes
only. It is educational in nature and not designed to be a recommendation for any specific
investment product, strategy, plan feature or other purpose. Any examples used are
generic, hypothetical and for illustration purposes only. Prior to making any investment or
financial decisions, an investor should seek individualized advice from personal financial,
legal, tax and other professionals that take into account all of the particular facts and
circumstances of an investor's own situation.
Risk Summary
The following risks could cause the Strategy’s portfolio to lose money or performmore
poorly than other investments.
International investing has a greater degree of risk and increased volatility due to political
and economic instability of some overseas markets. Changes in currency exchange rates
and different accounting and taxation policies outside the U.S. can affect returns.
Composite
The composite includes all discretionary separately managed accounts invested
according to JPMIM’s International ADR strategy. The strategy shares the same objectives
as the EAFE Plus strategy which is composed of between 70-100 securities of foreign
issuers. Because not all foreign issuers have issued American Depositary Receipts
("ADRs"), the International ADR strategy is composed of between 50-80 ADRs. Having fewer
securities than the EAFE Plus strategy, the performance of the International ADR strategy
can be expected to bemore volatile. The manager attempts to mitigate the effect of the non-
availability of ADRs in issuers included in the EAFE Plus strategy by replacing those issuers
with issuers of ADRs that provide the International ADR strategy with the same sector and
region exposure as that of the EAFE Plus strategy. The inception date is January 1, 1991.
The composite includes all discretionary accounts, including pooled funds, directly
invested according to JPMIM's Large Cap Growth strategy. This strategy invests in a
diversified portfolio, typically holding 55-90 U.S. large cap equities. The overall investment
objective of the strategy is to outperform the Russell 1000® Growth Index over a full market
cycle, which is defined as three to five years. The strategy's philosophy is that long-term out-
performance can be achieved by investing in companies that have large and/or changing
addressable markets, sustainable competitive advantages and a stock that is
demonstrating positive price momentum. The inception date is August 1, 2004.
Indexes
Managed Accounts have fees that reduce their performance: indexes do not. You cannot
invest directly in an index.

The MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australia, Far East) Index (net total return) is a free float-adjusted
market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the performance of large-
andmid- cap stocks in developedmarkets, excluding the U.S. and Canada. Net total return
figures assume the reinvestment of dividends after deduction of withholding tax, applying
the maximum rate to nonresident individual investors who do not benefit from double
taxation treaties.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Top Holdings
The top 10 holdings listed reflect only the Strategy’s long- term investments. Short-term
investments are excluded. Holdings are subject to change. The holdings listed should not
be considered recommendations to purchase or sell a particular security. Each individual
security is calculated as a percentage of the aggregate market value of the securities held
in the Strategy and does not include the use of derivative positions, where applicable.
Portfolio Analysis Definitions
P/E ratio is the number by which earnings per share is multiplied to estimate a stock's
value.
P/B ratio is the relationship between a stock's price and the book value of that stock.
Dividend yield is a ratio that shows howmuch a company pays out in dividends each year
relative to its share prices. In the absence of any capital gains, the dividend yield is the
return on investment for a stock.
Earnings growth is a measure of growth in a company’s net income over a specific period.
Return on equity (ROE) is the amount of net income returned as a percentage of
shareholders equity. Return on equity measures a corporation's profitability by revealing
howmuch profit a company generates with the money shareholders have invested.
Return on assets is an indicator of how profitable a company is relative to its total assets.
ROA gives an idea as to how efficient management is at using its assets to generate
earnings.
Trailing 12-month turnover is a percentage of holdings that are sold in a specific period.
Risk Analysis Definitions
Risk measures are calculated based upon the broad-based index as stated in the
prospectus.
Betameasures a Strategy’s volatility in comparison to the market as a whole. A beta of 1.00
indicates a Strategy has been exactly as volatile as the market.
Standard deviation is a statistical measure of the degree to which an individual value in a
probability distribution tends to vary from themean of the distribution. The greater the
degree of dispersion, the greater the risk.
Information ratio is a ratio of portfolio returns above the returns of a benchmark to the
volatility of those returns.
Tracking Error The active risk of the portfolio, which determines the annualized standard
deviation of the excess returns between the portfolio and the benchmark.
Sharpe ratiomeasures the fund’s excess return compared to a risk-free investment. The
higher the Sharpe ratio, the better the returns relative to the risk taken.
Entities
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the brand name for the asset management business of
JPMorgan Chase & Co and its affiliates worldwide.
Issued by: J.P. Morgan Asset Management, 277 Park Avenue, Floor 8, New York, NY 10172,
dedicated broker support 1-800-556-8103.
If you are a person with a disability and need additional support in viewing the material,
please call us at 1-800-343-1113 for assistance.
©JPMorgan Chase & Co., April 2023
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